I NT ROD U C I N G

New Digital Formats for
Lexia Instructional Resources
This year, you and your students may be logging into a virtual classroom or navigating a mix
of face-to-face and online learning. To support literacy development wherever the learning

happens, Lexia’s offline literacy-building resources are now available in flexible digital formats.

Digital Lexia Skill Builders®

Available for Lexia® Core5® Reading and Lexia® PowerUp Literacy®, digital Skill Builders
provide the same opportunities to apply key literacy skills and strategies as paper-based
Skill Builders, while expanding student access and eliminating the need for printing.

NEW FOR 2020
Teachers can assign digital Skill Builders via
Google ClassroomTM and other Learning
Management Systems.

Students can complete digital Skill Builders on
a tablet, Chromebook™, laptop, or computer.

For use with Google Classroom or other Learning Management Systems

Moveable visual components
facilitate sorting and
sequencing tasks

Type-in text boxes enable word,
sentence, or paragraph responses

Text annotation features, such
as highlighting and margin notes,
support comprehension activities

Lexia Lessons® Slide Decks
Available for the Phonics strand in Lexia Core5 Reading, Lexia Lessons Slide Decks help
educators provide targeted intervention to individual students, small groups, or the
whole class. Slide Decks include visuals and lesson plans, optimised for presentation in
the classroom or in a remote learning environment.

NEW FOR 2020
Teachers can download
Lexia Lessons Slide Decks
to Google Drive™, and
customise as needed.

Suggested scripts and lesson
delivery tips are included in
speaker notes (visible to teachers
only) to help guide learning.

Engaging visual elements
and presentation features
enhance lesson delivery to
keep students engaged.

Educators are integral to the delivery of each lesson―
they control the dialogue and pace.
This personalised approach supports the varying needs of all students.
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